
LOSS PREVENTION REPORT WRITING

Writing an incident report clearly and concisely is a critical skill for any business professional. In loss prevention, we use
reports as part of the.

Loss Prevention For Employees This course is 2 hours covering basic concepts of shortage control and safety
for the hourly employee position. Making notes about each element will help them focus on keeping each
topic together and maintain a flowing narrative. Draw attention to any related high school or college
coursework. However, you should keep a list handy because the company may ask for references during the
interview process. What is expected of the security officer who made the apprehension: testimony, submission
of written reports, etc.? Because loss prevention handles the same kinds of incidents over and over, having a
good report that serves as a model for subsequent incidents of the same type can be a time-saver. The Angel
and the Devil. Make sure to include characteristics essential to loss prevention such as honesty, reliability,
resourcefulness and observance. Insurance companyâ€”Do we have to pay out? The loss prevention officer
resume sample gives a clear visualization of what this looks like. Explain the Purpose of Writing an Incident
Report. When did they leave? It lets the hiring managers know whose resume they are reading and how they
can get in touch with you. Your summary statement tells a potential employer who you are and what selling
points you possess. The tug-of-war between desire and conscience is often represented by the image of an
angel on one shoulder and a devil on the other. Retail security and loss prevention expert Liz Martinez is a
regular contributor to SecurityInfoWatch. How do you write the qualifications section of a loss prevention
officer resume? The loss prevention officer resume sample gives you a good example of what this looks like.
A report that states "The dude stole and I caught him" is going nowhere fast. Supervisors are always happy to
be able to ditch the red pen, but showing employees where the errors are in a report is a necessary part of
training them to write good reports. Follow this with a highlights section that turns your qualifications into
easily read bullet points. Fabricating information only weakens a case; it doesn't strengthen it. Should you
include references on a loss prevention officer resume? Join Thousands of Fellow Followers Login or register
now to gain instant access to the rest of this premium content! A security officer would not be correct to say,
for example, "I saw this lowlife come into the store. A well-written report can mean the difference between a
successful shoplifting prosecution and a civil liability lawsuit for false arrest. Classroom training is not the
whole picture. The main things you need to include are your first and last name, home address, cell phone
number, and email address. In the words of Dragnet star Jack Webb, incident reports should include "just the
facts" -- but all the facts should be included. They are used to present facts, develop skills, and manage
situations. How long did they stay? Security Associates, oversees retail loss prevention business. But if a
motive cannot be established, a security officer must never make one up for the sake of writing a "complete"
report. The user has to be smarter than the machine, but getting employees up to speed is something only they
can do for themselves. You should also include volunteer work in the same general field such as working
security at a school function. Should a suspect offer a reason -- "My friends dared me" or "It was stupid, just a
spur-of-the-moment thing," or even "I heard this store was an 'easy steal'" -- by all means, include it in the
report. It must make sense and flow. Information regarding the "when" of police response must also be
included.


